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STORM DAMAGE BLUEPRINT
5 Advanced Steps to Instantly Increase 30-to-50 Percent Results

on Your Next Insurance Claim…Legally…and Without Any Cost to You!

800.759.1879

Servicing - Oklahoma · Florida · Ohio · District of Columbia · Illinois · Virginia · Maryland ·  Delaware · Kansas ·  Arizona · Louisiana · Mississippi  · Texas (Headquarters)
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There are many ways building owners handle an insurance claim, but unfortunately 84% of them don’t work. The only way to e�ectively handle 
your storm damage insurance claim  is to work with experts who have experience and who know storms and the damage they cause 
inside and out.

Storm Hawks™  wants you to know that regardless of how big or small a storm is or how big or small the damage is, storms cause unseen issues 
that a�ect people for years to come.

We are, without a doubt, the leading authority from technology to equipment, communication, and experience and we have the leading experts 
from around the country working with us.

In order to provide a snapshot of some of the things Storm Hawks™ do, please take a look at the Storm Damage Blueprint that illustrates our process.

Storm Hawks provide proven strategies. 

Storm Hawk’s Storm Damage Blueprint process is a faster way to maximize the insurance claim. 

The other option is to do what most building owners do. Allow the insurance adjuster and its engineer to walk the roofs by themselves and 
provide a damage report.  After getting the insurance report, the building owner hires a design professional (architect, engineer or consultant) 
to work with the insurance company. These great professionals have minimal or no training/experience with large insurance claims. The typical 
result is that they specify only what the insurance company wants to pay. The design professional then creates plans and speci�cations that are 
bid out and awarded to the low bidder. 

Our process is much di�erent…

First, we accumulate data and show physical damage and actual results. 

We do this using ADVANCED forensic equipment and training.
This is where we uncover “curtain damage” not seen by the insurance adjuster or its consultants.

We operate with the best forensic reports in the industry.

All of these things lead to us building a superior case with multiple strategies that go beyond looking for the obvious storm damage or compet-
ing against the insurance company’s engineer reports.

We create detailed research �ndings with actual proof that supports what the insurance company found on the surface.  But we don’t stop there! 
We then go much deeper and then leverage the insurance company’s reports and engineers to expand their claim to cover the actual damage.

Our team of experts works with Insurance Companies all over the country, every day. They are familiar with and support our process. It is the most 
thorough in the country and the best part, is that it doesn’t compete with them, it only supports them.  

Here are the facts about the Claim and your money.

Storm Hawks fees are paid 100% by the insurance company. You are not liable for fees. Storm Hawks team is also able to get others fees that most 
building owners pay out of pocket instead of being paid by the insurance company. This is where the multiple strategies “pay-o� big” for the 
building owners we work closely with.

The Storm Hawks already have a pre-established relationship with every necessary o�cial who will oversee and verify the damage report and 
insurance payout.

All insurance claims are handled fairly where the insurance company will be responsible for paying the government regulated amount for your 
repairs.  It is our responsibility to illustrate to them the damage and comprehensive nature of repairs necessary to bring your property and build-
ings up to a safety standard and quality that will last long term.

Perhaps the most signi�cant thing to understand is that the Storm Hawks have Insurance Professionals working on both sides of your claim. We 
work together to establish what the best resolution is for You.  No one else has this relationship and alliance to serve a win/win/win and fair 
conclusion to this delicate balance and situation.

We will provide Advance communication technology during the claim process –A private web site created to download documentation – Blue-
prints, pictures, insurance policy, videos, contacts, X-Vision thermal images, estimates and much more. 

Lastly let me say this – the insurance company expects to pay the legal amount for these repairs. They are prepared to do it, but they don’t have 
to unless you ask for it and present your �ndings and build a compelling iron clad case for this to occur.  We and your team will ask, present, and 
secure the proper legal claim amount for you.

WRONG?
WHAT IF EVERYTHING YOU THOUGHT AND BELIEVED ABOUT

SUCCESSFULLY HANDLING YOUR INSURANCE CLAIM WAS

Chances are that if you su�ered major storm damage this is an urgent situation. We have Unit Responders at the Impact Zone area to 
perform the free 12 Point Certi�ed Building Roo�ng Analysis and D.A.S.H. Report.  We will show you the video and photo docu-
mentation on your entire building condition related to any storm damage and provide you a plan of action. Just call 800.759.1879 or 
email me immediately at Storm@CastroRoo�ng.com

What We’re Prepared To Do Right Now




